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Abstract

The behaviour of the micro-yield stress in AISI 316H and 304H will be related to the shape of the dislocation ar-

rangement that results from di�erent thermomechanical treatments. The physical mechanism which produces the peak

in the saturation stress against temperature curve at 623 K, in the fatigue test, will be explained considering the in-

teraction between dislocations and carbon atoms in solid solution. Furthermore, the physical mechanism which con-

trols another peak which also appears in the saturation stress against temperature curve at 823 K will be explained on

the basis of an interaction of dislocation with ®ne precipitates, which contain chromium. This last mechanism allows

one to explain the di�erence in intensity of the peak at 823 K between the 316H and 304H steels. Ó 1999 Elsevier

Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The materials employed in nuclear reactors for can-

ning fuel elements or in fusion reactors for the ®rst wall,

are subjected to working in very stringent conditions

owing to the high temperatures and neutron doses.

Good corrosion-resistance and creep and fatigue be-

haviour favour the austenitic stainless steels as candidate

for reactor materials.

Several works have been reported in literature on

strain ageing e�ects in metals [1±7], including austenitic

stainless steels [8±11]. In fact, a study of strain ageing

e�ects in 304 and 316 steels was carried out by Armas

et al. [11], through low cycle fatigue and transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) studies. This work reported

the occurrence of dynamic strain aging within the tem-

perature range 523±823 K. A negative strain rate de-

pendence and an increase in the saturation peak stress

with temperature were reported within this region. The

cells substructures were assumed to be responsible for the

enhanced hardness. The appearance of two peaks in the

saturation stress against temperature curve at approxi-

mately 623 and 823 K was also reported. The ®rst peak

was assumed to be controlled by the interaction between

the carbon atoms in solid solution and the dislocations.

Nevertheless, an explanation could not be given for the

mechanism that generates the second peak at 823 K. The

authors [11] also reported that the peak height, for the

peak at 823 K, in 316H steels was larger than in 304H, but

an explanation for this behaviour was not given either.

On the other hand, the damping measurement tech-

nique is very sensitive to the microstructural state of the

sample and it has been widely applied for studying the

defects and their interactions in materials [12,14].

Moreover, the amplitude dependent damping (ADD)

measurements reveal very useful information about the

interaction mechanism between dislocations and obsta-

cles [13,14]. In fact, several works have been reported on

the study of strain aging e�ects through ADD mea-

surements [15±19].
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In this work, TEM, damping measurements and X-

ray di�raction studies, were performed in austenitic

stainless steels AISI 316H and 304H, under di�erent

thermomechanical conditions. A relation between the

microstructure and the ADD behaviour was established,

in a similar manner as described by Bedford et al. for

zirconium [15]. Furthermore, the physical processes that

give rise to the appearance of the peaks at 623 and 823

K, in the saturation stress versus temperature curve re-

ported by Armas et al. [11] will be explained.

2. Experimental procedure

The samples were austenitic stainless steels AISI

316H and 304H annealed at 1323 K during 1 h and

quenched under high vacuum. After annealing, the

nominal grain size was about 50 lm. The chemical

composition of the employed stainless steels, obtained

by means of chemical analysis, was written in Table 1.

Optical metallography of both 316H and 304H steels

showed clean grain boundaries, i.e. grains without de-

tectable second phases. The microstructural state of

samples after annealing was also checked by means of X-

ray di�raction technique. X-ray di�raction studies were

performed in transmission mode at room temperature

employing the rotate sample device to eliminate direc-

tional texture e�ects. The measurement conditions were

40 KV and 20 mA using the Ka of Cu as incident radi-

ation and monochromator. Previously to X-ray studies

the samples were electropolished employing a solution of

90% acetic acid plus 10% perchloric acid at 300 K, for

reducing the thickness about 0.3 mm in order to obtain a

good di�raction spectrum in transmission mode.

Samples were fatigued in air by means of a screw-

driven testing machine, employing fully reversible tri-

angular cycles. The active zone in the sample for fatigue

test was a cylinder of 10 mm length and 5 mm radius.

Strain was measured on the gauge length of the sample

by using extensiometers of high precision and high

temperature. Fatigue temperature was measured by a K-

type thermocouple spot welded outside of active zone

and it was held constant within 1 K, by using a PID

temperature controller. The fatigue tests were carried

out employing di�erent degree of total strain, De, strain

rates, _e, and temperatures, T. The thermomechanical

state of the employed samples was summarised in Ta-

ble 2. The last column indicates the maximum cycle

number, Nmax, reached during the fatigue test in the

saturation state, before TEM observations and damping

measurements. The fatigue test for sample (f)(316/823/

0.5/2) was interrupted at 1000 cycles where the satura-

tion state was not even achieved [11,20±22] owing to

experimental problems.

Samples for damping measurements were cut from

the fatigued cylinders in longitudinal direction employ-

ing a low speed cutting machine. The ®nal dimensions

were 10 mm length, 2 mm width and 0.2 mm thick.

Damping, D, was measured employing a torsion

pendulum of inverted type which works at low and high

temperatures under high vacuum in the order of 10ÿ7

Torr in the sample environment [23]. The measurements

were carried out at frequencies close to 1 Hz with a run-

up and down in temperature at a speed of 0.2 K/min.

Recording of the oscillations was made with the usual

optical system, including a mirror and a photodiode.

The pendulum is driven by an automatic digital data

acquisition system based on a PCL 812 card. The

Table 1

Chemical composition in percent for 316H and 304H austenitic

stainless steels

Alloy type C Cr Ni Mo Mn

316H 0.068 17.79 11.20 2.55 1.85

304H 0.045 18.78 10.23 0.32 2.00

Table 2

Samples thermomechanical state. The numbers sequence in the sample denomination means: steel type, fatigue temperature (K); De
(%), and _e ´ 103 (sÿ1)

Sample name Denomination Fatigue test/

steel type

Fatigue temp.

(K)

De (%) _e ´ 103 (sÿ1) Nmax ´ 10 ÿ3

a 316/-/0/0 No/316H ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ
b 316/300/1/2 Yes/316H 300 1 2 3

c 316/523/1/2 Yes/316H 523 1 2 3

d 316/723/1/2 Yes/316H 723 1 2 3

e 316/823/1/2 Yes/316H 823 1 2 3

f 316/823/0.5/2 Yes/316H 823 0.5 2 1

g 316/823/2/2 Yes/316H 823 2 2 0.15

h 316/823/1/0.2 Yes/316H 823 1 0.2 3

i 316/823/1/10 Yes/316H 823 1 10 3

j 316/823/2/10 Yes/316H 823 2 10 0.15

k 304/-/0/0 No/304H ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ
l 304/823/1/2 Yes/304H 823 1 2 3
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damping values were measured in free decay with an

error less than 1% [24].

ADD e�ects were carefully checked as a function of

temperature [14,24]. The freely decaying torsional am-

plitudes An; n � 0; 1; 2; . . . ;N were measured at constant

temperature by means of the data acquisition system.

The temperature during the decaying was kept constant

with an stability of �0.2°. On a ®rst step, polynomials

were ®tted to the data ln (An) vs. n representing the

decaying oscillations. The damping as a function of

amplitude was determined by the ®rst derivative of the

polynomial ln (An) against n. The results were depicted

as D against maximum strain on the sample, em. The

best ®ts were obtained with polynomials of degree 6 3

[25]. It should be highlighted, that the linearity of the

oscillating ampli®ed signal response during the decaying

oscillations was accurately checked. The linearity can be

assured up to ratios A0/An� 10 000. In fact, this point is

crucial for an accurate checking of ADD e�ects.

Discs for obtaining thin foils were cut, in transverse

and longitudinal directions to the specimens axis, from

fatigued sample in the saturation state. As a ®rst step the

discs thickness was reduced by means of electropolishing

employing a solution of 90% acetic acid plus 10% per-

chloric acid at 300 K. Finally, the thin foils were ob-

tained by means of jet-electropolishing employing an

electrolyte of 95% acetic acid plus 5% perchloric acid at

300 K. The observations of thin foils were carried out by

means of a TEM operating at 100 kV [20].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. X-ray di�raction study

The di�raction patterns plotted in Fig. 1 show the

di�raction peaks related to the re¯ection planes (1 1 1)

and (2 0 0) of the austenitic phase which appear clearly.

Moreover, at 2h� 44.72° a small peak which has an

intensity about 1% of the more intense peak of austenitic

phase can be also observed. This peak could be related

to the re¯ection plane (1 1 0) of the d-ferrite phase. In

fact, after the annealing treatment above mentioned

only austenite and d-ferrite should appear; eliminating

the martensite phase [26,27]. The quantities of retained

d-ferrite in both 316H and 304H steels, were determined

through Rietveld re®nement of the X-ray di�raction

patterns [28,29]. Those were 3% and 7%, respectively.

3.2. Dislocations arrange

Fig. 2 shows the dislocation structures obtained for a

sample (h)(316/823/1/0.2). Zones with high and low

density of dislocations can be observed. Besides this,

non-well-de®ned cells can be also found. The cells have

interiors dislocations and the cells±walls seem to be not

Fig. 1. X-rays di�raction patterns for austenitic stainless steels

316H (upper plot) and 304H (lower plot).

Fig. 2. TEM micrographs for a sample (h)(316/823/1/0.2): (a)

Zones with high and low density of dislocations; (b) Non-well-

de®ned cells structure with interior dislocations.
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compacts. A similar dislocation structure was obtained

for the kind of samples (c)(316/523/1/2). Fig. 3 shows the

dislocation structure obtained for a sample (j)(316/823/2/

10) where a non-well-de®ned cells structure with interi-

ors dislocations can be observed. The cells trend to

elongate. Similar characteristics in the dislocation

structure were obtained for samples (b)(316/300/1/2),

(d)(316/723/1/2) and (i)(316/823/1/10). Fig. 4 shows the

dislocations con®guration for a sample (e)(316/823/1/2)

where well-de®ned elongated cells and veins structure

appear. A dislocation con®guration with well-de®ned

elongated cells was also obtained for the kind of samples

(l)(304/823/1/2). The dislocation structure obtained for

samples (f)(316/823/0.5/2) which is shown in Fig. 5, was

of planar array type. Fig. 6 shows the dislocations

structure for a sample (g)(316/823/2/2) where can be

observed both, an elongated cells array and veins with

persistent slip bands (PSB) in [1 1 0] direction. It was

also observed that, the compacting degree of the struc-

ture and the quantity of grains where the array develops

increase with a larger degree of total applied strain, for

the set of samples fatigued at 823 K at same strain rate

[20]. The results of TEM observations, were summarised

in Table 3.

It should be pointed out that, the di�erent kinds of

the dislocation structures above reported, were already

observed by di�erent authors [11,20±22,30,31].

Fig. 3. TEM micrograph for a sample (j)(316/823/2/10) showing

a non-well-de®ned cells structure with interior dislocations.

Fig. 4. TEM micrographs for a sample (e)(316/823/1/2):

(a) well-de®ned elongated cells; (b) veins structure.

Fig. 5. TEM micrographs for a sample (f)(316/823/0.5/2)

showing a planar array type of dislocations.
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3.3. Relation between the micro-yield stress and the

microstructure

The study of the behaviour of the micro-yield stress

under di�erent microstructural conditions can be made

through ADD measurements. The critical strain, e0,

where the ADD e�ects start can be related to the micro-

yield stress. As it was proposed by Granato and L�ucke

[32], the break-away of dislocation from weak pinning

points give rise to the appearance of ADD being e0 the

transition value between the linear and non-linear

damping behaviour [32±34].

Contrary to macroscopic ¯ow stress measurements,

in ADD measurements the dislocations are only forced

to overcome the weak obstacles, solutes, and not the

strong ones. Thus, while the ¯ow stress has contribu-

tions from solution hardening and strain hardening,

ADD measures only the e�ects of solutes [16,17]. It

should be mentioned that a relation between the mac-

roscopic and microscopic yield stress can be made under

determined conditions [35,36], but it will be not discus-

sed in the current work.

Fig. 7 shows the e0 behaviour as a function of tem-

perature for all the samples of Table 2. The highest

Table 3

Results of TEM observations for fatigued samples of Table 2

Sample

name

Denomination Well-de®ned

cells

Elongated

cells

Veins PSB Planar

array

Interiors

dislocations

Zones with

high and

low disloca-

tion densities

Cells trend

to elongate

Non-com-

pact cell

walls

a 316/-/0/0

b 316/300/1/2 X X

c 316/523/1/2 X X X

d 316/723/1/2 X X

e 316/823/1/2 X X X

f 316/823/0.5/2 X

g 316/823/2/2 X X X X

h 316/823/1/0.2 X X X

i 316/823/1/10 X X

j 316/823/2/10 X X

k 304/-/0/0

l 304/823/1/2 X X X

Fig. 6. TEM micrographs for a sample (g)(316/823/2/2): (a) elongated cells array; (b) veins with PSB, in [1 1 0] direction.
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levels for break-away of dislocations reported in the

®gure (e0 > 12 ´ 10ÿ5), in the whole measured temper-

ature range, occur for samples (e)(316/823/1/2) and

(g)(316/823/2/2). Level in e0 means the average behav-

iour of each curve of e0 as a function of temperature.

Sample (a)(316/-/0/0) shows an intermediate level in e0

about 10 ´ 10ÿ5 and the remainder samples, of Table 2,

show e0 levels smaller than 7 ´ 10ÿ5.

Samples (d)(316/723/1/2), (i)(316/823/1/10) and

(j)(316/823/2/10) show an e0 behaviour against temper-

ature very similar. Besides this, the e0 behaviour for a

sample (c)(316/523/1/2) is similar than for a sample

(f)(316/823/0.5/2). Sample (h)(316/823/1/0.2) shows an e0

level between the samples (c)(316/523/1/2) and (d)(316/

723/1/2). Finally, the sample (b)(316/300/1/2) shows the

lowest level in e0.

An explanation for the di�erent levels in e0 curves can

be found considering the dislocations array of each

sample. In fact, the fatigued samples with a non-well-

de®ned cells structure have shown a low level in e0.

Meanwhile the samples with a dislocation array of well-

de®ned cells showed higher values in e0. As it was

pointed out above, the e0 behaviour showed in Fig. 7

refers to the interaction process between weak obstacles

and dislocations. Therefore, in this work the mobile

dislocations lines which produce ADD are the free dis-

location lines pinned between strong pinning points, e.g.

other dislocations. Consequently, in a structure of non-

well-de®ned cells with interiors dislocations, the free

dislocation length (FDL) should be larger than in a

structure with well-de®ned cells being the line stress for

the break away of dislocation smaller in the ®rst case

[15,34].

It should be pointed out that the occurrence of ADD

e�ects at high values of e0 in the annealed samples and

fatigued ones with a well-de®ned cells structure which

are free of interiors dislocations, is in agreement with the

results of Bedford et al. [12], even if in their work the

annealed samples showed amplitude independent be-

haviour. In fact, they reported that the annealed samples

and deformed ones with a well-de®ned cells structure

showed an amplitude independent damping behaviour.

However, the authors pointed out that the stress value in

damping measurements is well below the yield stress and

so the possibility still exists that unpinning of the dis-

locations may occur at a stress somewhere between the

ADD measurements and the yield stress.

In the present work, the oscillating strain was in-

creased up to that ADD e�ects appeared. As can be seen

from Fig. 7, the ADD e�ects appeared at rather higher

strain amplitudes than the maximum strain employed by

Bedford et al. (6 ´ 10ÿ5).

3.4. On the peak in the saturation stress vs. temperature

curve at 600 K

The behaviour of each e0 vs. temperature curve of

Fig. 7 will be considered now accurately, i.e. the true

behaviour of each curve without consider an associated

level (average value) to each one will be study.

As can be seen from Fig. 7 all the e0 vs. temperature

curves have shown two higher values at 600 and 823 K.

Therefore, it could be proposed that at these tempera-

tures, interaction processes between dislocations and

solute atoms appear, which increase the e0 value. The

nature of the interaction process at these temperatures

can be checked through the analysis of the damping

spectrum as a function of temperature.

Fig. 8(a) shows the damping spectra as a function of

temperature for both 316H and 304H steels. The plotted

Fig. 7. Critical shear strain for dislocation break-away, e0 as a

function of temperature for all the samples of Table 2.

Fig. 8. (a) Damping spectra: full line: sample (a)(316/-/0/0),

short dashed line: sample (e)(316/823/1/2)), alt dashed line:

sample (e)(316/823/1/2)) during cooling after having reached

1000 K, dotted line: sample (k)(304/-/0/0). (b) Stress saturation

as a function of temperature for 316H steel (circles) and for

304H one (triangles).
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damping values are the measured ones, i.e. they were not

converted to intrinsic damping [14], but it does not ob-

struct the subsequent analysis.

The appearance of a damping peak at 600 K is well

known in cold worked austenitic steels [37±39]. This

damping peak could be related to the interaction of

dislocation with solute atoms according to the Shoeck

model for the cold work peak, but obviously with sol-

utes atoms in a fcc lattice [40]. In fact, as can be seen

from ®gure the peak height increases in the fatigued

sample (e)(316/823/1/2), plotted by means of short da-

shed lines; with respect to the peak height in the an-

nealed one, (a)(316/-/0/0), plotted by means of the full

line.

The activation energy of this damping peak, deter-

mined from the shift of the peak owing to a shift in

frequency was close to the di�usion value of carbon

atoms in c-Fe [39,41]; it was: 113 KJ/mol. Therefore, the

damping peak at 600 K in fatigued samples can be re-

lated to an interaction mechanism between dislocations

and carbon atoms in solid solution. Besides this, the

damping peak height in the fatigued samples during

cooling after having reached 1000 K decreases (alt da-

shed line in Fig. 8(a)) owing to the structure recovery

and the precipitation of carbon atoms from solid solu-

tion at high temperatures [26]. Moreover, the height of

the peak in 304 steel is smaller than for 316, owing to a

lower carbon content in the 304. These kinds of exper-

imental behaviours are in complete agreement with the

physical mechanism above proposed which controls the

damping peak at 600 K in fatigued samples.

Fig. 8(a) also shows for samples of 316H alloy a

damping peak around 730 K, which is controlled by a

physical mechanism unclear yet [42]. However, the ap-

pearance of this damping peak does not obstruct the

analysis carried out in this work.

A straightforward interpretation leads to propose

that the enhances in the micro-yield stress at 600 K is

related to the interaction between carbon atoms in solid

solution and dislocations.

Fig. 8(b) shows the two peaks in the saturation stress

vs. temperature curve at approximately 623 and 823 K,

for both 316H and 304H steels, which were already re-

ported in Ref. [11]. As it can be seen from Fig. 8, a good

agreement between the peak temperature of the peaks in

the rsat curve and the temperature where e0 increases

(600 K), is achieved. Moreover, the values both in e0 and

in rsat at 600 K were smaller in the 304H than in the

316H, in agreement with a lower carbon content in 304H

than in 316H. Therefore, the assumption made by

Armas et al. [11] on the hardening in the rsat curve

produced by the interaction between carbon atoms and

dislocations at 600 K was veri®ed. Furthermore, a

connection between the behaviour of the micro yield

stress and the saturation stress against temperature has

been found. In fact, an increase in the micro-yield stress

leads to an increase in the saturation stress in 316H and

304H.

3.5. On the peak in the saturation stress vs. temperature

curve at 823 K

The mean behaviour of e0 in both samples of 316H

and 304H as a function of temperature, Fig. 7, could

indicate the appearance of a precipitation process

larger in 316H than in 304H. Although the initial e0

levels between samples (a)(316/-/0/0) and (k)(304/-/0/0),

and (e)(316/823/1/2) and (l)(304/823/1/2) are similar; it

must be highlighted that an increase in temperature

leads to a larger decrease in the mean slope of the e0

curves in 304H than in 316H ones. In fact, this type of

behaviour could be explained on the basis of the ap-

pearance of ®ne precipitates which work like obstacles

on the FDL.

The dislocation can overcome the obstacles at a

lower stress value in the 304H than in the 316H at the

same measuring temperature and microstructural dislo-

cation array owing to a small precipitation degree in the

304H. This smaller quantity of precipitates in 304H than

in 316H reduces strongly the value of e0 at 823 K in

fatigued 304H steel with respect to 316H one, as it can

be seen from Fig. 7.

Considering the X-ray patterns of Fig. 1 and Riet-

veld re®nement, it was determined that the 304H steel

has a larger quantity of d-ferrite than 316H one. These

quantities of d-ferrite result in reasonable agreement

with the Schae�er plot [26]. Therefore, the quantity of

chromium in solid solution is larger in the 316H steel

than in the 304H, leading to a larger precipitation e�ect

in the 316H steel, in agreement with the above exposed.

As it can be seen from Fig. 8(a), the damping back-

ground as a function of temperature for 316H samples

increases strongly from around 770 K. In contrast, in

304H the damping background also start to increase at

approximately the same temperature, but its increasing

rate is lower than for 316H. This kind of behaviour

could be related to the occurrence of a precipitation

process [43,44], which is larger in the 316H steel than in

the 304H one in agreement with the di�erence in the

chromium content in solid solution.

On the other hand, observing again the true e0 vs. T

curves (i.e. without an average value), a peak at 823 K

can be seen, Fig. 7. This behaviour in the micro-yield

stress for both kind of steels indicates that an interaction

process between the dislocations and obstacles appears,

around this temperature. This increase was larger in

316H than in 304H. Moreover, the high value in e0 vs.

temperature curve at 823 K coincides with the peak

temperature of the peak in the rsat curve. The peak in

rsat is lower in 304H than in 316H, in agreement with the

above proposed precipitation process, involving chro-

mium atoms.
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The high a�nity between the carbon and chromium

atoms could form a ®ne precipitate which would op-

erate as obstacle on the FDL producing the hill in e0

and the peak in the rsat curve [26,45,46]. Mulford and

Kocks [47] proposed a model based on the dislocation

arrested theory originally proposed by Sleeswyk [45,48],

for a Ni based alloy which also showed a peak in the

saturation stress curve. The di�erence between the

levels in the rsat curve for the 316H and 304H could be

related to the di�erence in the stacking fault value in

these steels [22].

4. Conclusions

(1) A relation between the dislocation structure and

the micro-yield stress was established. The dislocations

con®gurations which resist the highest values of pinning

are: Well-de®ned cells structures without interior dislo-

cations; cells which have walls conformed of complex

tangle of dislocations; veins structures.

It should be pointed out that a connection between

the micro-yield stress and the saturation stress behav-

iour could be established. In fact, an increase in the

micro-yield stress leads to an increase in the saturation

stress in 316H and 304H within the temperature range

500±900 K.

(2) The physical mechanism which controls the peak

in the saturation stress vs. temperature curve at around

to 623 K was related to the interaction of carbon atoms

in solid solution with the dislocations.

(3) The physical mechanism which controls the peak

in the saturation stress against temperature curve at

around 823 K could be related to an interaction mech-

anism between dislocations and small precipitates which

contain chromium. The peak height in the saturation

stress against temperature curve is smaller in the 304H

steel than in 316H one, owing to a larger quantity of d-

ferrite in the 304H than in 316H.
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